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Your 329S. SecGen returned from Cuba last night.
It is deer that Gubaa authorities will not permit inspection
fcy Red Ci-oss at destination points in Cubst. Only solution therefore
is to have inspection ^ust outside Cuban territorial waters, fhis
procedvire is accepted in principle by both Soviet Union and United States,
SecGen hopes to be ^ble to isske formal request to Boissier through you
tomorrow. Meanwhile, it woiald be helpful if Bed Cross could send
Representative to Mew Yorlc> even tomorrow if possible, to discuss
details of operation. As I informed you earlier we hope to reimburse
Bed Cross for all costs involved in this operation,, either direct
by ttoited states or throu^ $J.
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S0cS0» returned ftjoss Cuba last aight*

It is clear' tlmt ^ufesus ®uthoi*ities will not pefssit
by Bed Cross at ctestiaatlon paints in Cubs* Qnly solution
is. to haro iuspsetioa ^ast eutsMje Ct^aa tsrriteriai waters,
is seeepted In iiriaeigi© 1^ "bo-fe Soviet Itoioja arid U&lted States.
fctopes to fee $bls to aafe® formal S'&ejsest to Bolssier throu^i you
Sj it in&iHM las Jielpftd. if Bed €ros©
to Heir fos&j eves t«SKa?roaf if posaifele, to
details of 0pei?aefci«ai-. As I infors^t you earlier we hops to reimburse
led CStJsa for ail costs Iswjlwfl in t&ia operation? eitjb®1 direct
States osf thyougli fis**
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Save 4^s^ s®@^ Boissler au4 fels pi»inelpal advisers.
to feel stroiagl^ that Cuban attitude $m®% be taken into
account in S^ €ross deelslon as to participatIon even thoutgh
inspectleft moves to ai?@a Just outside 0ufeaia territorial waters,
fhey «30 not ask formal Cutfean agreeiaent fewt raast fee sure that
€overrmieBt wouM have no objectioa whatsoever to arrangement3 now
proposes. T&ey are BQ» <llseu@9ing among themselves your request
for immediate dispatch their representative to He^ York and Mill
advise ns© omtsediae within fea hours« I ara at your disposal con~
tiauously today for eosavergatlon % telephone or teleprinter if
you $0nglde$ this tiseftil. In an^ case will advis© you later
ooncenting decision regarding representative^ travel to Hen
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ADDRESS OF LAST NIGHT FOLLOWS.

QUOTE OH QUESTION OF SUGGESTED BED CROSS

lUSfEOKON OF GABGOES, CASKJO KSflC3?ED SUCH INSPECTION IH CUB&B PORTS,
ESEECIALLY AS 5H8 SOVJ3KDS WERE W1ILIHG !K) ACCEPT IHSPECTIOK OK 33BS
HIGH SEAS UNQUOTE.
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ADDPiSS OF LAST MIGHT FOLLOWS.

QUOTE OK QUESTIOH OF SUGGESTED RED CROSS

IUSHCTI02! OB* CARGOES, CASTBO £EJ1C3M} SUCH IHSPiX^ION IK CUBAH POETS,
ESPECIALLY AS ffiS SOVIEfS WERE WllkUIS TO ACCEPf 1SSEECTIOH OH
HIGH SEftS UNQUOTE.
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OF SUGGESTED RED CE05S IHsPECTlOH OF CARG03ES ? CASTRO REJECTED
SUCH INSPECTION IM CUBA5-! POP.T<3 , ESPECIALLY AS THE SOVIET^ UCRE
WLLIRC TO ACCEPT INSPECTION OM THE HIGH SEAS UNQUOTE *
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thanks 3?0ur 3307• S®cGe» bos authorised IBS to eay that,
Cuba *?as negative on the questisaH of Resl Ooss officials
staiion^L dn Oiifean tsrrito^j fee bad jj@ objection to ae& GJ?OSS
Inspaction t^iag place on hi&% sees. We ^re still working cut
Itte 13© an& ^S8 6nd Ifete aaia treason foa? Selay to
fe>*taaa revest to IC^. In th& circiaaistsiaceB it «owM
help if ICKC Segresesatatiife cotxld arrive its Rew Yorfe SaaSay eveaing
ana. fee avaliaibla for consultation b&glsoning Monday.
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IssiMlng tbat word "Cfuba11 was intended to mean "Castro'' and thus
the later »o^d "he* comes properly into linea I have informed Boissier
that there is BO ob^eetioa on part of Guba to high seas inspection.
He is considering question afresh in light of this assurance and promises
to contact me iatei? in evening OF tomorrow morning.
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leave Gerieva on Tuesday
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further
ICHC representative, Ambassador Paul
will leave Seneva on ^ies^ty mor^iiis November 6
arriving Mjk afternoon same ^ajr, Eaegger, retired
Sifiss &jBbassa4or and forraer President of He<3 Cross,
has often been the Swiss Delegate to United Nations
and specialised agencies conferences. Will cable his
exact Bfft on
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ycswr 531^ and 35lp. .Ass«aiptioa la 5J16 is correct.
Iteeg@er*8 pa?ograja»e is noted.
Accordlag to XJ&tates pj?opo@a3. there will be too observation points,
one outside Havana and the other in f4a&rajc'd efeanaal.

UStates savl^tges

two teasas of eig^it observers at each point or a total &f four teaas,
ffleaas that if all arreng^aettts ©9 tfcrougii saiootbly we isaj need
obaersrere at short notice. Grateful your mentioning this
to Boi&si®!? and Ruegger to give than masciiaum time for advance preparation
of
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I have mentioned to Ipissiet* ths infoi^Batlon given in your
3736. B^egger arriving Hew Yorlc Ifovem'betf 6th 1400 hours local
flight fl& 803. He will be aeeostpaBied "bj Mr Borsinger,
of the Bx«eutine BoaM of the
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Save just seen Boissles* and his principal advisers.
oentinue to fe^l strongly tfeat 0tiM» attitude tsiast be taken into
aeeoimt i» ledl Srosg decision as to participation even though
moves to ai»ea ,|iist outside €ulban territorial wates?®,
do not ask formal Ouban ag^@esieiit bat must be sure that Cuban
0aM haw no oo^ection whatsoever to arrangements now
proposed, fhej are stow di&eia&ssing among themselves your revest
for iaime^iate dispatch their representative to Sew Tork aiad ssill
advise HS® outoonie within few hours. 2 am at your disposal confcitaiaottslsr today for eomversation fey telephone or teleprinter if
you consider this useful, In any ease will advise you later
<!eai0i©ji regarding representative's travel to
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To

j The Secretary-General

From

:

0. Loutfi

(Unofficial translation of text
submitted in french to Mr. Loutfi,
confidentially, by the Red Cross
representative, Ambassador Ruegger)

Unofficial Translation

1*

Requisite preliminary, the explicit agreement of Cuba,

2, In view of the exceptional nature of the case, the good offices
of the ICRC, based on the resolutions of the international conferences
of the Red Cross for the maintenance of peace*
3«
In response to the request of the United Nations Secretary-General
the ICRC could in principle provide the body of inspectors desired for
the peaceful inspection of shipping approaching Cuba, The body of
inspectors appointed by the ICRC would be placed under the authority
of the United Nations and -would be responsible only to it« The general
instructions of the United Nations should, however, first be submitted
to the ICRC at Geneva so that it may ensure that they are in accordance
with the general principles of the Red Cross.
4« The inspection on the high seas should be practicable and
effective and should be directed towards easily detectable military
devices. If it takes place on the high seas the inspection should be
accepted, in due form, by all the maritime Powers whose ships would go
to Cuba and would be subject to inspection by the inspectors. The
ships from which the inspectors operated should in no circumstance
resort, directly or indirectly ^ to the use of force.
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To

: The Secretary-General

From : 0. Loutfi

To

:

The Secretary-General

From

* 0. Loutfi

' ? November 1962
TThe Secretary-General,

Attached for your
information.

IJR

SUMMARY1 OF MEETING HELD (W 7 November 1962
at 3*00 p.m.

Present ;

I.C.R.C,

« Ambassador Paul J. Ruegger
Mr. Melchior Borsinger

CUBA

•* Anibassador Carlos M. Lechuga

Secretariat

- Mr. Omar Loutfi
Brigadier I«J» Rikhye
Mr, Y. Akashi

Mr, Ruegger stated that the Red Gross was taking this unprecedented
step for international peace. He said that the agreement of the three
parties was essential preliminary condition to the Red Gross undertaking
with regard to the Cuban question. He emphasized the impartiality and
independence of the Red Cross,
Mr, Lechuga asked whether this inspection was on the high seas or
*n Cuban territory,
Mr» Ruegger said that the request of the Secretary-General was only
for inspection on the "high seas"*
Mr,» Lechuga stated that he would agree to the high seas inspection
in principle, subject to his Government1s instructions. He hoped that
by tomorrow morning his Government's reply on this question will have
arrived.
He expressed appreciation for the work done by the Red Cross in
Cuba during the period of fighting in the Sierra Maestra mountains.

« 3-

Mr« Yost stated that there is an agreement between the US and the USSR
on the use of neutral vessels* He presented a list of Swedish ships which
might be chartered for Red Gross inspection,
Mr, Stavropoulos asked some questions regarding concrete arrangements*
He suggested the possibility that the Red Cross might hire and pay for the
inspectors who will be "on loan" to the UN* The UN would reimburse the
Red Cross for the salaries paid by the Red Cross,
Mr, Ruegger said that these concrete matters could be worked out*
He saw no objection in principle to the arrangements suggested by
Mr, Stavropoulos,
Mr, Ruegger reiterated the importance which the Red Cross attaches
to Cuban consent, and also the necessity of the UN to communicate its
instructions to the inspections previously to Geneva*

SUMMARY OF MEETING HELD ON 7 NOVEMBER 1962
from 11*10 a,m. to 12,30 pm

Present:

International Committee of
the Red Cross
USSR
Secretariat

- Ambassador Paul J, Ruegger
Mr* Melchior Borsinger
** Ambassador P.O. Morozov
** Mr. Omar Loufcfi
Brigadier I,J» Rikhye
Mr, T, Akashi

The meeting began with a general exposition of the Red Cross
attitude on the question of its intervention for the inspection of
Soviet ships*
Ambassador Ruegger presented five points to the Soviet delegate*
He emphasized the importance of the consent of the U.S., the USSR
and Cuba as a prerequisite for the Red Cross intervention*
He stated that the selection of Swiss citizens to serve on the
inspection corps would be done by the Red Cross, This corps vdll be
placed under the authority of the United Nations and will be responsible
to the United Nations,
He also pointed out the importance of acceptance of the Red Cross
supervision by all maritime powers*
He also pointed out that no recourse to force, direct or indirect,
is to be made by this Red Cross corps of inspectors,
Ambassador Morozov emphasized that the Soviet acceptance of the
Red Cross inspection is motivated solely by goodwill and the desire to
reduce the tension in the Caribbean,
He pointed out that despite the reports in the press to the contrary,
it was not the Soviet Union which initiated the idea of the Red Cross
intervention* It was rather one of the three alternative proposals which
the Secretary-General presented ( (1) UN" control over inspection, (2) neutral
nations control over inspection, (3) Red Cross control over inspection).
The USSR then agreed to the third type of inspection*

*••/•<

2-

Ambassador Morozov stated that the technical points necessary for
the implementation of the Red Cross inspection should be discussed
and decided by the Secretary-General and the Red Cross representatives,
and then be presented to the USSR* He showed reluctance to go into the
details of these technicalities*
He reiterated the Soviet acceptance of inspection of the "offensive"
arms as defined by the President of the United States,
As regards the points made by Arab, Ruegger, he said that these points
appeared to him to be reasonable.
He also accepted the use of neutral ships.
He, however, seemed to have some questions as to the respective
relationship between the UW and the Red Cross over the supervision
of the corps of Swiss inspectors, t_
_ _
A major difficulty seems to lie in the question of duration of the
projected inspection, Mr» Morozov stressed that the US quarantine,
which is illegal in his opinion, should be liquidated when the Soviet
rockets are liquidated. He saw no necessity for continuing the Red Cross
inspection after 10 November, date at which the Soviet Union intends to
finish the liquidation of its rockets from Cuba, The Red Cross inspection is not
a substitute for the quarantine.
Ambassador Ruegger stated that "a good week" was necessary to put into
operation the corps of inspectors. He said that it was necessary to have
a clear indication of when the operation will begin and how long it will
last,
Ambassador Morozov stated that, insofar as the Soviet Union is
concerned, the Red Cross inspection can begin immediately* He wished that
it would come to an end with the final removal of the Soviet rockets,
Mr, Morozov said that he has no objection to the use of neutral ships,
nor does he object to the inspection of not only the Soviet ships, but
"Soviet-chartered" ships. He added that in the case of the latter, the
consent of the governments of the flags might be necessary4

The Secretary-General1 s Meeting with Mr. Paul Ruegger, Representative
__ of the International Committee of Red Cross at 5 p.m., 6 Nov.
Mr. Ruegger stated that the ICRC at a recent meeting had agreed that the
Organization should participate in efforts to maintain peace beyond its normal
role. In this context, ICRC is willing to participate in the present Cuban
crisis to prevent suffering of people.
The following main points were put forward by Mr. Ruegger:
(a) ICRC must have approval or consent of all three parties concerned.
As USA and USSR had already agreed, he proposes to approach Cuba. The SecretaryGeneral explained that Mr. Castro had told him in Havana that ships could be
inspected outside Cuban territorial waters and had reiterated this in his TV
statement last Thursday. The Secretary-General had no objection to Mr. Ruegger
approaching Cuba.
(b) ICRC wanted to know the position of block countries and particularly
of China regarding inspection of ships in high seas. The Secretary-General
informed him that the USSR had already agreed to this inspection but the other
block countries had yet to be approached by the UN. Meanwhile, USA had informed
that they would approach all non-block powers whose ships visit Cuba. Mr. Ruegger
was advised that he should raise the matter of other block ships with the USSR
when he meets them»
(c) The extent of territorial waters of Cuba was discussed and Mr. Ruegger
decided to ask the Cuban representative for this information,
Mr. Ruegger suggested the following method for inspection:
(a) ICRC would obtain personnel who would work under the UN. After
discussion it was agreed that the personnel for the inspection organization would
all be recruited by ICRC, which would include a Chief and a Deputy.
(b) The inspection organization would receive its instructions from the
UN. The UN would, however, consult with IGRC to ensure conformity with Red Cross
regulations before issuance of instructions.
(c) ICRC would not assume direct responsibility for these inspections
but it can be said that the organization is constituted under ICRC.
(d) The inspecting stations should be on neutral ships. Mr. Ruegger
agreed to consider flying a Red Cross flag and would advise later.
(e) If inspectors are unable to carry out tasks, they would report to
the UN.
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(f) In order to facilitate effective control by inspectors, weapons
should be easy to recognize. Mr. Ruegger was informed that USSR had given
definite assurances that there would be no weapons at all. In any event, USA
had only requested inspection of offensive weapons.
In a discussion which followed, Mr. Ruegger stated that Red Cross personnel
would not wear Red Cross badges and it may be difficult to agree to flying a
Red Cross flag. It was suggested to him that the USSR would prefer complete
organization to be Red Cross; therefore, it may be better to reconsider description
of inspection. There were urgent humanitarian grounds for the quarantine to be
lifted earliest and as such the Red Cross could be involved on strictly
humanitarian grounds. Mr. Ruegger agreed to refer to ICRC.
The Secretary-General suggested that Mr. Ruegger meet with the USA, USSR
and Cuban representatives tomorrow, together with Mr. Loutfi and General Rikhye,
It was agreed.

Distribution:

(l) The Secretary-General
(2) Mr. Narasimhan
(3) Mr. Loutfi
(4-6) Brig. Rikhye

SUMMARY OF MEETING HELD ON 7 NOVEMBER 1962
from 10,00 to 11,00 a*m»

Present:

I.C.R.C.

Ambassador Paul J. Ruegger
Mr. Melchior Borsinger

United States

Ambassador C.W, Yost
Admiral Charles Wellborn, jr.

Secretariat

Mr. 0. Loutfi
Mr, C, A. Stavropoulos
Brigadier I»J. Rikhye
Mr, I. Akashi

Mr« Ruegger began his statement by saying that the response of the
Red Cross to the call of the Secretary-General was an unprecedented step.
It was the first time the Red Cross was to go beyond humanitarian fields.
But the Red Cross was willing to go to the limit of its principles to
offer cooperation with the United Nations in view of its recent
resolution (Prague 1961) to work for peace. As the essential prerequisite
to its offer of assistance, there will have to be consent of the three
parties concerned, namely, the USA, the USSR and Cuba.
Mr* Ruegger stressed the need for "explicit concurrence of Cuba"
for any Red Cross undertaking in connexion with this question. The
acceptance by Cuba of Red Cross intervention could be expressed in
several ways and a specific mode of such notification could be flexible.
It could be made to the UN or to Geneva*
Mr. Ruegger continued by saying that the Red Cross will chose and
designate a corps of inspectors consisting of Swiss citizens to be placed
at the disposal of the United Nations, This corps will work under the
authority of the UN and be responsible to it. It would be necessary
for general instructions to be given by the UN to this corps to be
first communicated "in advance" to the Red Cross* This is to ensure
that such instructions are in accord with Red Cross principles*
He also stressed the necessity of conforming to international law.
Any conflict with international law, in particular laws applicable on the
high seas, should be avoided* Here, agreement of Governments under whose
flags ships operate, or who chartered ships, would be necessary before
* • • / • •»
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the inspection could take place. He also stated that inspection could
not take place by force, either directly or indirectly.
As for the emblem to be used by the inspectors, a flexible arrangement
could be made to use either the UN emblem or the Red Cross emblem,
Mr* Ruegger appeared to prefer the use of the UN emblem.
Mr» Yost referred to the agreements made between President Kennedy
and Chairman Khrushchev, and stated that the United States would lift
its quarantine under certain conditions* Two aspects of the question
are : (1) verification of the removal of missile bases on the ground^
(2) inspection on the seas to avoid confrontation by US and USSR*
He expressed his appreciation of the offer made by the Red Cross
in this instance.
Mr, Yost stressed that the major parties in this confrontation were
the US and the USSR* He suspected that Cuba might show some reluctance
at accepting the Red Cross arrangement as a substitute for the US quarantine.
He said that the weapons to be inspected are bulky and, therefore,
easily identifiable*
As for the question of acceptance by other maritime Powers of the
procedure of Red Cross inspection, Mr, Yost wished that the UN ask of
the maritime Powers concerned voluntary acceptance of such inspection.
On the question of who announces such acceptance of other maritime Powers,
he preferred the UN to the Red Cross, (At this point Brigadier Rikhye
suggested that the USSR may prefer the Red Cross as the announcer)t
Mr* Ruegger stated his preference for the UN to make this announcement.
He pointed out the possibility of ships of other Governments, such as
the Peoples' Republic of China to be involved,
The UN representative asked whether the USSR accepted inspection of
"chartered" ships as well as of "flag" ships, Mr, Yost answered in the
affirmative*
The UN representative said that it is the view of the USSR that
the UN arrange with other Soviet bloc States,

• * «/»•»
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Mr. Paul J. Ruegger, member of the International Comittee of the Red Cross, presents his
compliments to His Excellency U Thant, Acting
Secretary-General of the United Nations, and thanks
him for his kind invitation to luncheon on Thursday,
8 November 1962,.at 1:15 p.m. on the 38th floor,
which he accepts with thanks.
7 November 1962

His Excellency
U Thant
Acting Secretary-General
of the United Nations

33 bis
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INTERNATIONAL
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Monsieur Melchoir Borsinger, Secretary of
the Executive Board of the International Committee
of the Red Cross, presents his compliments to His
Excellency U Thant, Acting Secretary-General of the
United Nations, and thanks him for his kind invitation to luncheon on Thursday, 8 November 1962, at
1:15 p.m. on the 38th floor, which he accepts with
thanks.
7 November 1962

His Excellency U Thant
Acting Secretary-General
of the United Nations
33 bis

UNITED

NATIONS

Press Services
Office of Public Information
United Nations, N..Y.
(For use of information media — not an official record)
Press Release SG/1376
10 November 1962
TEXT OF LETTER FROM ACTING SECRETARY-GENERAL U THANT TO PAUL R17EGGER,
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS REPRESENTATIVE

9 November 1962
Dear Mr. Ruegger,
As you are about to return to Switzerland after several days of intensive
and fruitful consultations at United Nations Headquarters, I wish to express
to you my personal gratitude for the important service you and the International Committee of the Red Cross are rendering to the United Nations and
the cause of peace.
My appreciation of this service is heightened by my realization that the
favourable response of the International Committee of the Red Cross to my
invitation was given despite the fact that the service the organisation was
being called upon to provide was unusual and unprecedented in view of the
traditional activities and those based on the Red Cross Conventions. I
understand, however, that the Coramittee was inspired in its cooperative
attitude by the resolutions adopted by International Red Cross Conferences
of recent years encouraging the Red Cross to develop its efforts towards
maintenance of peace.
I am sure that the willingness of the Committee, which has such a long
and distinguished record of assistance to mankind in various humanitarian
fields, was due to its recognition that the prevention of nuclear war must
be a paramount concern of all of us.
Will you be so kind as to convey to the Committee the thanks of the
United Nations for their find attitude of cooperation in an hour of very
grave need.
Sincerely yours,
H.E. Mr. Paul Ruegger
International Committee of the
Red Cross Representative
Geneva, Switzerland

U Thant
§ Secretary-General

Actin
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9 November 1962
Dear Mr. Ruegger,
As you are about to return to Switzerland after several days of intensive
and fruitful consultations at United Nations Headquarters, I wish to express
to you my personal gratitude for the important service you and the International Committee of the Red Cross are rendering to the United Nations and
the cause of peace.
My appreciation of this service is heightened by my realization that the
favourable response of the International Committee of the Red Cross to my
invitation was given despite the fact that the service the organisation was
being called upon to provide was unusual and unprecedented in view of the
traditional activities and those based on the Red Cross Conventions. I
understand, however, that the Committee was inspired in its cooperative
attitude by the resolutions adopted by International Red Cross Conferences
of recent years encouraging the Red Cross to develop its efforts towards
maintenance of peace.
I am sure that the willingness of the Committee, which has such a long
and distinguished record of assistance to mankind in various humanitarian
fields, was due to its recognition that the prevention of nuclear war must
be a paramount concern of all of us.
Will you be so kind as to convey to the Committee the thanks of the
United Nations for their find attitude of cooperation in an hour of very
grave need.
Sincerely yours,
H.S. Mr. Paul Ruegger
International Committee of the
Red Cross Representative
Geneva, Switzerland
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(UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION):

To: His Excellency U Thant,
•with the compliments of Max Beer,

Report of Mr. Rttegger, ICRC, 13 November 1962
The ICRC met in plenary meeting to hear the report of its former
President, Mr. Paul RHegger, on the mission entrusted to him by the
Committee. It noted with satisfaction the trusting atmosphere in which
the Committee's envoy discussed matters with the UN Secretary-General,
his collaborators, and the representatives of the three powers directly
interested in the Cuban question.
The good offices the ICRC has envisaged to lend to the UN, at
Mr. Thant's request and because of circumstances of exceptional gravity,
were the subject of many negotiations in New York. These negotiations
have allowed the UN to obtain an exact idea of the contribution the
Geneva Committee would be in a position to offer them, and have also
enabled the ICRC to appreciate more precisely the scope of the assistance
it would be required to give. The ICRC's role would consist mainly
in designating a team of inspectors who would operate under United Nations
authority, without the ICRC assuming responsability for their actions.
The instructions given by the UN to the inspectors would, in any case,
be in conformity with the principles of the Red Cross. It was also
agreed that eventual action by the ICRC would be based on the prior
agreement of the three interested States. The modalities of KEJZ the
(contacts).
control will still have to be determined at subsequent meetings/ The
exchange of communications between the UN Secretary-General and the
ICRC will continue in this direction in the course of the asxt forthcoming
next days .

Rapport de Monsieur Riiegger

CICR

1^3 novembre

Le CICR s'est reuni en seance pleniere pour entendre le
rapport de son ancien President, Monsieur Paul Riieggerj
s.ur.la• .mission
que
le, Comit£ „lui avait
confiee.
II a note
•—- *
.^
. / . . » .
f

avec satisfaction I1atmosphere confiante dans laquelle I1envoye
du Gomite s'est entretenu avec le Secretaire'General des Nations
Unies, ses collaborateurs et les representants des trois puissances directement interessees & 1'affaire de Cuba*
Les bons offices que le CICR a envisage de prater aux Nations
XTnies ^ la requite de Monsieur .^hant et dans des circonstances
dTune gravite exceptionnellLe, ont fait ^. New York l*objet de
nombreux pourparlers* Ceux~ci ont permis aux Nations TJnies de
se rendre exactement compte de 1^. contribution qu^ le Gomite
de Qeneve pourrait leur offrir et au CICH djapprecier avec
plus de precision l^etendue du conoours qui lui serait demande.
lie r6le du C^CR eonsisterait essentiellement 4 designer une
4quipe d1inspecteurs qui opereraient sous I'autorite des Nations
XTnies, sans que le CICR assume la responsabilite de I1 action,
lies instructions donnees par les Nations Unies aux inspecteurs
seraient en tout e"tat de cause, conformes aux principes de la
Croix-Rouge. II a ete egalement convenu que 1'action eventuelle
du CICR se fonderait sur le consentement prealable des trois
Etats interesses. Les modalites du contrOle devront encore £tre
precisees lors de contacts ulterieurs. L^echange de communications
entre le Secretaire General des Nations TJnies et le CICR se poursuivra dans ce sens au cours de ces prochains jours*
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Mr»

I beg to acknowledge the receipt
of the "M&giora&dam far the Record39, which Your
Exeelleacy had tbe kindoess to send rr® thro.jgh
Ainbassa.dor SpiaeliS3 Director of the Eiirop^Mr Office,
oa NoYsssrsber 15 th»
I wish to Uja.uk TOU for t
m which you discaeaed, la draft fcrrrj^
my colleague Mr, Rueggers prior to hie de parlor e
.from New York on NoYeznfoer 10 th,
The
takerx note of tfe® pr.Laciples set dowB by ycu Lr para
A and B of the MemoraadiiiBj, which conform with the general
principles of the Bed Cros®»
To His Excellency
UTlunt

Acting Secrstary-Geaeral
Tke Urdtad Natioas Orgm»j.2«t.ioa

With regard to paragraph C of the
e©ac@rai&g WQT® specifically the recent
Cubaa issus which, I feel, is new oa the way to a final
isolation and therefor® no longer actual from the Inter »
aatioaal Comtsaittee^H point of vi®wf I can let you haves
at & later date, if this should interest you and your
services,, a mor* «i®tailsd MejBoran.d-Qj33 setting out the
stepa w« envisaged, at the time* with a view to the
desigimtioa of a corps of inspectors to be piat at your

This docimjeM raises a number
of Inimical quastioai which would also hava arisen if
implementation of your request had bs«m Rficessajry. It
also lays dows tte broad Uses cm which such an inspection
should hsr® been based.
I aia sore that you will agr-ee that
our recesct exchauag® ©f views haT© helped to set out some
of the principles according to wMcfe our two organizations
could co««op«rat® in the ev^ai of a major crisis involving
t&e thriBat of tkercao naclear
With my Mghe«rt coasM«rations I

Mr, ^crctary«G«is9rala
Yoars very faithfully,

Leopold BQlSSffiB

I
With regard to pj*.rsgraph C of ibs»
and-ai's, coacerulng mor« spe-cifii-ai-y ,•:>• *• * erl
Cuba-a issue which, I fe*4, Is mow on. the ray to •» Hr.il
solutio'n atad tkerefore ac1 longer actual irtjrr -.^- IntsT?-^.
national Corfflaaittft*ss point of vier,,,, 1 can lei you hav^
at a Later date, tf this should later sat you and vc>u.r
service»K & rnors dataHed MeEaorarxduEQ s«i.tL'"g; > - i t th?
steps w® envi.sage4, at the tlm®a with a. Tie"*' to tbs
r. of s. corps o£ inspectors to b« put .-it your

This docuasets-t raises ;* nu-rbssr
of tfi^halcal que-stioss which would also have ar-.s*- il
Itnpleroaciatioa of your re<ju«at b&A be-sr K^c.-.^n^rve It
il^o lays dows the broad Haes os whlcb sue*" an '.rspi'7:.lo
should haTe bs«n. based,
I am sure that you Drill agr«e- that
ou..r rscsst exchang* of ^iews ha%4"e helps-'; tc s--+ cut som
of ih.« principles according to which our twc= ?rg i ". l .z-.i 4 Jo"-.
could oo—ojpsraste ia iha evestt of a uiajor "risis :r". Diving
the threat of therhso nuclear
Wi.th tsv bigh-sai coast C'T*'.!?":, I a

Yours verv

-d BOISSIER
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paramount eon.ee.rn to ail of us. You have un-ier^.ood that it
was with tMss aim IE view that th© International Committee.
felt la duty bound to c0-operat©9 witbie iht limits* of it a
possible action, at a tins® of v«ry great peril to
Happily 3 largely thank® to your eiforts# the tension created
by the Cufoas crisis aow appears to be easing.
For the International Comraittee, howevers as Mr« Ruegger told yois, certain pro bl^r^is remain unsolved &n;d the International Committee must pursue its
efforts, wttbln its traditional field^ towards- assisting the
detainers ia Cy.ba» Though their approaches bave rtot met
with much rssponss from tbs Cuban. Authoriiiet? of laie the
Irrternational Cotnrsittee cannot l«ave this Ira port an i
ixuaaoitariaa problem, wMeh is of s'ach Immcrii.ite cortcsra
to so rasmy both ia Cuba aad abroad, in abeyance,
With my ranewed thanks for your
co-operation «ad ajaderstauidisg of our position.^

Yoiira very

Leopold BOISSIER
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Bear Monsieur Boissier,
QSiank you for your kind letter of £© Hoveaber tftiiGb must
have crossed zny letter to yep of 23 Hoveisber1962.
I s3aare your feeling that the tension created by the Cuba®.
crisis has eased» At the same tiaie, 1 can well raiders-band
tfcat the International CJQasdttee feels that it lias to pursue its
efforts, within its traditional field, inside Cuba. I hope that
tefore long yon may "be able to resume your hraaanitarian task in
Cuba,
kindest regards and renewed good wishes^,

yours sincerely,

0 Ifoant
Secretary-General
H. JLebpold Boissier
Fresident
International Committee for the Red CJross
Geneva^, Switzerland
cc - Miss Platz

CVH/nt

k Beeerafesr

Dear Monsieur
yoit for your kind letter of £B November n&ieh must
have erossefi my letter to you of 23 Ifowsssber 1962.
I shaa?e jour feeling tfaat tlie tensicsa er«ste^ by the Cuban
crisis has eased. At the sase tiroa, I can veil xyaderstand
that t&e International Cozaaittee feels that it has to pursue its
e&orfcSj within its traditional fleMf Inside Cuba. I hope that
laefotre long you ^ay be able to resume yo\*r hiBBsaltsriaa task ia
Cuba.
With kindest regards and renewed good wishes ,

If

M. Leopold Eoissier
President
International Committee foe* the Hed Cross

cc - Miss Platz
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The Cuban question
A LETTER FROM Mr THANT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE ICRC

The International Committee of the Red Cross will not have
to carry out the mission of control which UNO had proposed to it in the Cuban
question. In fact Mr. Leopold Boissier has received the following letter from
Mr. Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations:
"I have been wanting to write to you since Mr.
Ruegger and Mr. Borsinger left New York, to thank you
for the consideration you gave to my request at a time of
grave international crisis, and for the promptness with
which you acted in sending Mr. Ruegger and Mr. Borsinger
to New York to discuss the problem with us in greater
detail. I have already expressed my appreciation to Mr.
Ruegger personally, and I shall be grateful if you would
once again convey my appreciation and gratitude to him
and Mr. Borsinger.
It seems to me however, that, with the lifting of
the quarantine imposed by the U. S. A. , which was announced
by the President of the United States last Tuesday, the
question of calling upon the good offices of the ICRC in
connection with the Cuban crisis, as originally envisaged,
is no longer necessary. I hope you will agree with this
view, and let me conclude once again by thanking you
and your colleagues in the ICRC for your co-operation in
this instance. I look forward to our continued co-operation
in the future".
This letter, which reflects the change which has taken place
in the International situation, thus puts an end to the exchanges of views between the ICRC and UNO in this matter. On this occasion, it should be pointed
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out that the ICRC would not have intervened unless three essential conditions
had been met; agreement by all the parties concerned, the immediate danger
of a nuclear war, and finally, the possibility of undertaking an effective and
useful inspection of vessels bound for Cuba.
The request which UNO had made to it roused very keen interest in the press throughout the world which, generally speaking, demonstrated the deep feelings of attachment by international opinion towards the
Red Cross and the ICRC, its founding body.

Sino-Indian conflict
NEW DELHI AND THE APPLICATION OF THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS
As we already briefly mentioned in our previous bulletin, Mr.
Durand, delegate general of the ICRC in the Far East, went to New Delhi on
November 15 in order to discuss with the Indian authorities and Red Cross the
various humanitarian problems arising from the Sino-Indian conflict.
On the day after his arrival he was received, in company with
the Secretary-General of the Indian Red Cross, by Mr. Nargolwala of the
Ministry of Defence. The latter informed him that the Indian Government,
whilst continuing to maintain diplomatic relations with the Chinese Government, nevertheless considered that the situation existing in the frontier regions justified the application of the four Geneva Conventions for the protection of the victims of war, Conventions to which China is also a Party.
Consequently, the Indian Government has given the necessary
instructions to the military command and has taken various measures of a
practical nature deriving from the Geneva Conventions. It has thus decided
to set up a National Information Bureau, which will transmit to the Central
Tracing Agency all information relative to military personnel, captured,
missing or deceased. In accordance with custom, the ICRC has been charged
with the centralization and the transmission of this information. The Government in New Delhi has also requested the ICRC to carry out its traditional
humanitarian mission on behalf of prisoners* visits to camps, despatching
of relief, etc.
Afterwards, the authorities having proceeded to intern Chinese
nationals or those of Chinese origin resident in Assam and the five frontier
districts of West Bengal, Mr. Durand made further representations in order
to visit them.
Following on a request made by the Indian Red Cross, the
ICRC placed warm clothing for the war wounded at its disposal. It also made
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contact with various other National Societies to inform them of the Indian
request and requested them to respond to this within the bounds of their
possibilities. The Indian Red Cross, on the other hand, asked the League of
Red Cross Societies and the ICRC for their aid on behalf of 18, 000 Indians
evacuated from the North-East frontier regions and who had taken refuge in
Assam. The two international Red Cross institutions reached agreement to
appeal to the generosity of National Red Cross Societies on behalf of the
wounded and sick, refugees and interned persons.
At the same time, the ICRC has continued to make representations to the Chinese authorities and the Red Cross, in order to obtain news of
recently captured Indian troops. On November 16, the Chinese Red Cross confirmed the capture of 927 prisoners, several of whom were allowed to
telegraph to their families. Furthermore, 53 wounded prisoners are shortly
to be released and handed over to the Indian Red Cross. On the other hand,
a nominal roll of Indian prisoners in Chinese hands is still awaited.
*

#

#

*

POOD AID FOR TIBETAN REFUGEES

In October, the Delegation of the International Committee of
the Red Cross at Kathmandu, which is carrying out an action on behalf of
the Tibetan refugees in Nepal, took delivery of a preliminary consignment
of foodstuffs supplied by the United States Government. These supplies
consisted of 35 tons of wheat, wheat flour,powdered milk and vegetable oil,
and were forwarded through the Catholic Relief Mission in India, at Bhairawa
in Terai. From there, the foodstuffs were flown to Pokhara, where the ICRC
has a central depot. These supplies are being used for the transit camp at
Hyangya, which houses about 440 refugees, and dt the agricultural colony at
Dhor Patan, where there are 350 refugees. The Pilatus-Porter aircraft of
the ICRC ensure transport from Pakhara to Dhor Patan.
The ICRC Delegation is waiting for further supplies of foodstuffs and will distribute them during the coming months.
The Nepal International Tibetan Refugee Relief Committee,
whose headquarters are at Katmandu, has also sent the ICRC a further donation in kind, comprising 3, 000 kilos of "Multipurpose food". This protein and
vitamin-rich food is greatly appreciated by the refugees.
A gift of 6, 000 kilos of powdered milk of the Swedish Red Cross
has also arrived at Kathroandu. This milk will be used in a "drop of milk"
campaign am-ongst needy Tibetan school children.
*

*

*

*
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Laos

RELIEF HAND-OVER AT MUONG HIEM

The ICRC delegate in Laos, Mr. Jacques Ruff, is continuing
relief distributions to refugees and disaster victims. He recently went to an
isolated village in the north of the country to distribute foodstuffs and medical
supplies. Here are some extracts from his reports
"With this operation begins the first stage of a tour which I
am hoping to undertake in different areas of the northern zone and which
should take me successively to Muong Kheung, Tha Thorn, Nhommarat and the
Jarres Plain. These various journejswill be made on board a "Beaver" aircraft
belonging to the neutralist forces and piloted by Squadron Leader Keuang
Boriboun. There are only two of us on board and we can carry a relief load
of 5 00 kilos.
Muong Hiem is a charming village of 300 inhabitants situated
in enchanting countryside, isolated at the end of a basin on one of the banks
of the Nam Khan river right on the frontier of the provinces of Xieng Khouang
and Luang Prabang.
The only means of communication are paths. There is no doctor
for this region, which contains 45, 000 inhabitants, only one young male nurse
who has to do the best he can with the means at hand$rs elementary knowledge.
In view of his extreme youth I was perturbed at handing him the medical supplies
which I had brought. As he spoke a little French he reassured me by affirming
that he knew them and would know how to administer them conscientiously. The
other relief supplies were handed over to the head of the region, in whose
house they have been stored and they will be shared amongst the needy under his
responsibility. The head of this village and one or two other people were carried
off, eight months ago, by the Meo who, since then, have kept them prisoner in
their mountain lair, a days's march from Muong Hiem. This village is never
visited by strangers. From time to time a plane lands there and the arrival of
a Red Cross delegate therefore aroused good-natured euriosity.
We were welcomed by a group of soldiers wearing the classic
red beret which distinguishes the armed forces of Prince Souvanna Phouma.
The village is clean and the houses are straw huts and wooden
huts. The population lives very frugally from locally grown produce and from
not very abundant livestock. It cannot be revictualled from outside. The few
supplies handed over to the head of the region are therefore much appreciated".
*

*
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Between Indonesia and the Netherlands
FAMILY MESSAGES TRANSMITTED
The resumption of postal relations between Indonesia and the
Netherlands will put an end to the exchange of family messages vhich the Central Tracing Agency had to organize at the beginning of 1962. The termination
of this action is a good moment to recall that from January to Noverber of
this year the Central Agency forwarded 3,125 messages to Indonesia and
1,272 to the Netherlands.
It should be remembered in this respect that when circumstances require, particularly following the suspension of postal services between two countries, the ICRC offers to forward family messages. Forms to
be filled in, the model for which has been drawn up by the International
Committee, are placed at the disposal of those concerned by the National
Societies, which then send them to the Central Agency which, in turn, forwards
them to the National Society of the receiving country. The replies, written on
the back of the forms in question, travel the same route in the opposite direction.
In this way, families can avoid any anxiety which they might
be caused by the interruption of postal services as a result of events.
*

*

*

*

BRITISH SUBJECT RELEASED
Following on the request addressed to it by the International
Committee of the Red Cross, the Command of the insurrectional Kurdish
forces in Iraq recently released one cf.its prisoners, a British employee of
the Iraq Petroleum Company, Mr, B.C. Dankworth, who had been captured
during the night of 10 to 11 October last by Kurdish elements. Mr, D.C.
Dankworth was released at the Iranian frontier and immediately returned to
London.
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Conflit in the Yemen
ICRC MISSION IN THE MIDDLE-EAST
An ICRC delegate, Mr. Pierre Gaillard, left Geneva on November 14 to visit several capitals in the Middle-East. His special mission
will be to examine with officials various humanitarian problems raised by
the conflict in the Yemen and to take steps relative to the application of the
Geneva Conventions by the two parties to the conflict.

Hu n g a r y
INDEMNIFICATION OF A FURTHER GROUP OF .
VICTIMS OF PSEUDO-MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS
The ICRC has taken the necessary measures for 105 Hungarian
nationals who, during the war, were victims of pseudo-medical experiments
carried out in the concentration camps to be paid the indemnities fixed by the
Commission of neutral experts which met at ICRC headquarters last September. A preliminary group of 62 victims benefited from similar payments
in December 1961.
These funds have been placed at the ICRC's disposal by the
Government of the German Federal Republic to be distributed to the survivors
of pseudo-medical experiments residing in countries with which the Federal
Republic does not maintain diplomatic relations.

American Continent
THE ICRC AT THE PUERTO RICO CONFERENCE

Two observers from the International Committee of the Red
Cross, Mr. Pierre Jequier and Mr. Henri Coursier, took part in the Vllth
Inter-American Red Cross Conference held in San Juan de Puerto-Rico, from
November 4 to 10, All American National Red Cross Societies were represented
with the exception of that of Cuba. Furthermore, delegates of the Honduras,
Jamaica and Trinidad branches of the British Red Cross, as well as the
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Martinique branch of the French Red Cross, were at the meeting. The openingg
plenary session took place on November 4 in the presence of the Governor of
Puerto Rico and the Mayor of San Juan. Miss Marguerite Hickey, Vice-President of the Board of Governors of the American Red Cross, occupied the
presidential chair.
Among the speakers, the ICRC representatives called attention
to the importance of this conference for the Red Cross in the American
hemisphere.
The work was then continued in committees which dealt with
the following questions; voluntary Red Cross service, relief in case of natural
disaster, nursing, medico-social activities, junior Red Cross, finance, liaison
and information.
The three final plenary sessions enabled all participants to take
note of and appreciate the work carried out by these committees. The SecretaryGeneral of the League presented a general report on the activities of this
federation.
The ICRC observers also presented a report t in plenary session,
on the application of the Geneva Conventions in non-international conflicts.
This was of great interest to the representatives of the National Societies,
several of which had already had occasion to carry out their work in co-operation with the ICRC during internal disturbances.
During the last plenary session the assembly unanimously adopted
two motions expressing the sympathy and support of the Conference for the
ICRC, then being requested by the United Nations to carry out a difficult task
in the maintenance of peace, during the Cuban crisis.

The following is the text of the communique" released to the
press on December 3, 1962 by the Commission for the Red Cross Centenary
in Switzerland:
CENTENARY CONGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS

A "Centenary Congress of the International Red Cross" will be
held in Geneva,"cradle city of the Red Cross", from August 27th to September
10th, 1&63. For this occasion, the United Nations is making available to the
Red Cross, the use of its Assembly Hall, other meeting rooms and facilities,
in the Palais des Nations.
The Centenary Congress will be held in place of the XXth International Conference of the Red Cross, which has been postponed for two years.
Only Red Cross representatives will take part in the Congress. The three
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institutions hosts'to the 1963 Meetings are the International Committee of the
Red Cross, the Swiss Red Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies,
Two separate sessions will comprise the Centenary Congress.
The first, commencing on August 27th, will be the 27th Session of the Board
of Governors of the League of Red Cross Societies, which finishes on August
31st. The second is a meeting of the Council of Delegates of the International
Red Cross, which is composed of the representatives of the over 90 duly recognized National Red Cross, Red Crescent and Red Lion and Sun Societies,
from September 2nd to 10th. The Council of Delegates will consider questions
which were on the Agenda of the XXth International Conference of the Red
Cross, with the exception of those statutarily reserved to that body.
During the period August 15th to September 15th several other
international events to mark the Red Cross Centenary are also scheduled to
be held in Geneva and other Swiss cities. An official Centenary Commemorative
Day Programme on September 1st, 1963, Seminars, International Centres
for Nurses and First-Aiders, a World Conference of Educators and an International Exhibition of the Red Cross are being arranged.

Continuation of the model course by Mr, Henri Coursier
the Geneva Conventions (Part. 18)
THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS AND THE PRINCIPLES OF THE RED CROSS
The principles of the Geneva Conventions are bound up with the
principles of the Red Cross.
This is clear in the light of the role played by the Red Cross
movement, and especially the International Committee of the Red Cross, in
preparing the texts which today codify the Geneva Laws.
What it has been agreed to term the Red Cross Principles(See
J. S. Pictet, "Red Cross Principles", Thesis, Geneva 1955) can therefore quite
rightly be referred to as the elements from which the principles of the Geneva
Conventions were drawn.
In accordance with the terms of a meeting of the Board
of Governors of the League of Red Cross Societies (Prague, September 1961)
in which the representative of the International Committee of the Red Cross
took part as experts, the following declaration of Red Cross Principles will
be submitted for the approval of the International Conference of the Red Cross
(the periodical deliberative assembly of the organisation) to be held in Geneva
in 1963, the Centenary year of the Red Cross.
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Declaration of Red Cross Principles
Humanity

The Red Cross, born of a desire to bring assistance without discrimination to the wounded on the battlefield,
endeavours - in its international and national capacity - to
prevent and alleviate human suffering wherever it may be found.
Its purpose it to protect life and health and to ensure respect
for the human being. It promotes mutual understanding,
friendship, co-operation and stable peace amongst all peoples',

Impartiality

It makes no discrimination as to nationality, race,
religious beliefs, class or political opinions. It endeavours
only to relieve suffering, giving priority to the most urgent
cases of distress.

Neutrality

In order to continue to enjoy the confidence of all,
the Red Cross may not take sides in hostilities or engage at
any time in controversies of a political, raci&l, religious or
ideological nature.

Independence

The Red Cross is independent. The National Societies, while auxiliaries in the humanitarian services of
their governments and subject to the laws of their respective
countries, must always maintain their autonomy so that they
may be able at all times to act in accordance with Red Cross
principles.

Voluntary
Service

The Red Cross is a voluntary relief organisation
not prompted in any manner by desire for gain.
There can be only one Red Cross Society in any
one country, It must be open to all, It must carry on its
humanitarian work throughout its territory.

Universality

The Red Cross is a world-wide institution in
which all Societies have equal status and share equal responsabilities and duties in helping each other.

The combination of the Red Cross Principles and those of the
Geneva Conventions leads to the shaping of certain doctrines whose consequences are of the greatest importance. Thus there is the Max Huber Doctrine,
which still represents the opinion of the International Committee of the Red
Cross, according to which each party to a conflict should benefit from the
Geneva Laws, even the agressor, in the event of his being legally designated
by the Security Council or the Assembly of the United Nations. Some legal
experts have raised the question as to whether in such an event the agressor
could not be denied the benefit of the Geneva Laws, as a punishment. The
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answer of Max Ho.ber is against this idea, for "it would in no way modify the
deplorable situation constituted by hostilities contrary to the regime of
collective security; it could only render them still more atrocious .{Max Huber;
Quelques considerations sur une Revision eVentuelle des Conventions de La
Haye relatives a la guerre. Revue international de la Croix-Rouge, juillet
1938, p. 433).
But it is not only on the occasion of war or internal disturbances
that the spirit of the Geneva Conventions can be invoked for the good of
mankind. This spirit indeed retains its value also in peacetime, for in reality
it is a pacific spirit, since the Geneva Conventions result in extending peace
even into war, by the maintenance of the minimum of humanity they require.
Hence, faithful to the spirit of the Geneva Conventions, those
who devote themselves in peacetime to expending the activities of the Red
Cross by assisting invalids, orphans, the sick and all victims of the consequences of war, quite naturally turn their attention to social work in their
own countries and to international mutual assistance, especially on the occasion
of natural disasters.
This makes it easier to understand how the principles and
spirit of the Geneva Convention, after having helped to humanize warfare
and then to appease conflict, remain a basic factor of human fellowship.

(to be continued)

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS
NEWS SERVICE

NATION RALLIES BEHIND EFFORTS
TO FREE CUBAN PRISONERS
YOUR INFORMATION COPY
OF STORY RELEASED
DECEMBER 19, 1962

WASHINGTON, D.C., Dec. 19 -- American manufacturers and the nation1s transportation industry are giving all-out support to the humanitarian effort to secure the release of the Cuban prisoners captured in the Bay of Figs episode, the American Red
Cross announced today.
The Red Cross entered the picture a week ago, at the request of the Cuban Families1 Committee, when it became apparent that the necessary supplies and transportation would have to be secured quickly if the negotiations between James B. Donovan
and Dr. Castro were to succeed.
These supplies, consisting of medicines, medical supplies, baby foods, milk, and
other foods are of a type to be most helpful to the Cuban people.
The Red Cross said that no funds are being requested for this operation.
Officials at national headquarters termed the contributions of food and drugs to
the Red Cross most encouraging. They said the railroads, airlines, and trucking
firms are working 2^-hour-a-day shifts to move the supplies to shipping points in
Florida, Steamship lines are also offering their services.
It was stated that sufficient quantities and kinds of supplies have been promised to date to assure that the Red Cross will be able to secure the total of $53
million in material which may be needed to successfully complete the negotiation for
release of the prisoners. Large amounts of these supplies are now in the Miami area
or en route. Others are being readied for shipment and will be moved as rapidly as
they become available at the manufacturers*
-23797-1262

The coordination and direction of the gigantic supply movement is being handled
from Red Cross national headquarters. A second Bed Cross supply headquarters has
been established in the Miami area. Assisting the Bed Cross in the supply operation
are the Air Transport Association, the American Trucking Association, the Association
of American Bailroads and the Committee of American Steamship Lines and their 15 member companies. Various agencies of the government are providing sympathetic support
and assistance as needed.
The steamship lines committee has loaned the 10,000-ton freighter SS African
Pilot to the Bed Cross for movement of supplies. At the same time, Pan American Airways has arranged to shuttle the more urgently needed foods and medicines to Cuba and
fly back the Cuban prisoners if this plan is agreed upon in the negotiations now taking place between Mr. Donovan, representing the Cuban Families' Committee, and Dr.
Castro. A sponsoring committee of prominent American citizens is cooperating with
the Cuban Families' Committee.
The Bed Cross emphasized that all arrangements for the shipment of supplies and
the prisoner exchange depend upon the negotiations now taking place in Cuba.
However, to prevent any delay if the agreement is reached, large quantities of
the supplies are being shipped by air, rail and truck to Florida from all over the
country. By Friday night, over 700*000 pounds will have been funneled into that
state by the following airlines: United, American, Eastern, Northeast, National,
Delta, Trans-World, Northwest, Slick and Biddle. All are contributing their services
through the Air Transport Association.
Bequests for contributions of drugs, medical supplies and food were made to individual firms, trade associations and drug manufacturers1 associations.

The Bed

Cross said a quick and generous response was received from all of these groups and
every help is being extended.
The American Trucking Association has arranged for 20 trucking companies to
carry supplies to the embarkation ports of Florida. A total of over 500,000 pounds
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will be moved by truck. Through the Association of American Railroads, some 20 of
the nation's rail carriers are also moving supplies to coastal ports. They will
move more than two and one-half million pounds of supplies*
At national headquarters here, Bed Cross supply officers, officials from transportation associations and experts from other fields are working on a round-theclock schedule to handle this complex movement*
Red Cross officials expressed gratification over the all-out help and cooperation being extended by manufacturers, transportation companies, and other groups assisting with the project. They said supplies will be ready to move to Cuba Just as
soon as the negotiations reach a successful conclusion.

#

#

#
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THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS
NEWS SERVICE

YOUR INFORMATION COPY
OF STORY RELEASED
DECEMBER 20, 1962

DR. LEONARD SCHEELE
TO CUBA WITH DONOVAN

WASHINGTON, D.C., Dee, 20 — Dr. Leonard A. Scheele, former Surgeon General
of the United States Public Health Service, accompanied Attorney James B.
Donovan from Miami to Havana today to serve as consultant in the discussions
with the Castro government concerning the release of the Cuban prisoners.
Dr. Scheele undertook the assignment at the request of the American Red
Cross and the Cuban Families Committee, Questions concerning the type of medicines and medical supplies requested and those available in the stocks assembled
by the Red Cross, can be more speedily resolved with such an expert participating, the Red Cross said.
Dr. Scheele, after serving as Surgeon General from 19^8 to 1956, was president of the Warner-Chilcott Laboratories, a division of Warner-Lambert Corp.
He now resides in Summit, N.J.

#

#

#
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You will, I hope, excuse me for not having
written earlier to thank you for your friendly reception
and hospitality during my recent stay with Ambassador
Euegger in New York, The fact is that I have hardly been
in Geneva in the interval, other missions having called
me abroad and whilst in Geneva, as you can imagine,
pressure of work was tremendous*
I shall always remember our meetings with
gratitude and pleasure. I trust, though, that we shall
not have to live through a similar crisis again* I should
like to say here that I was happy also, in the course of
my stay, to meet so many other friends in the United
Nations with whom I had the privilege to work in the Congo
and elsewhere on other occasions*
Before closing, may I take this opportunity
to congratulate Your Excellency, most sincerely, on your
nomination at the head of the United Nations and to wish you
every success and satisfaction in your vital work for the
future of mankind*
With my highest consideration and
kindest regards,
Believe me,

\/

• o

V>»*Y Ale*cUi.V\

To His Excellency
U Thant
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York W.Y.
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